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A fine workplace Multi-million
pound yield

Subsea donation

Paradigm Flow Services achieved
turnover of £5.3million for its global
technology operations in 2012 and the
company has secured new contract wins
worth more than £3million.

NEWS

Pinsent Masons’ townhouse on Queen’s Road

The Aberdeen office of international law
firm Pinsent Masons’ has been named as
one of Scotland’s finest workplaces by
the British Council for Offices (BCO).
The Georgian townhouse in the city’s
Queen’s Road was chosen from 250
entries to the competition which
celebrates top-quality design and
functionality in the office sector.
The building won the category for
Best Project up to 2000m2 for its
refurbishment of the Grade B listed
building which is home to Pinsent Masons’
60-strong legal and administrative team.

The Aberdeenshire-based company,
which detects, remediates and prevents
subsea and topside blockages for the
oil and gas industry, made an operating
profit of £800,000 in 2012. It also
increased its turnover by £2million
compared to the previous year. The
target for 2013 is around £9million and
so far this year Paradigm has delivered
£4million worth of work.
The growing portfolio of contracts has
seen Paradigm take on four additional
recruits in the past three months and
the company is leasing additional space
at the Thainstone Business Centre to
accommodate its 40 strong workforce.

Sign deal signed

New system
to streamline
operations

Logistics provider Peterson SBS has
invested £200,000 in a new and
innovative online system to streamline
quayside services at Aberdeen Harbour.
e-Cargo, which was designed for
Peterson SBS by mobile software
solutions provider Streamba, aims to
help meet customer requirements,
improve transparency and allow the
company to remain at the forefront of
health and safety protocols.
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Bowtech Products Ltd, a global market
leader in subsea vision systems, has
donated a £7,000 state-of-the-art camera
and light system to Police Scotland’s Dive
and Marine Unit in Aberdeen.
The new system incorporates Bowtech
Products’ latest vision technology, and will
allow Police Scotland to operate with the
best quality imaging products available.
This is the fourth system which has been
supplied and it will help officers from
the Dive and Marine Unit to determine
whether objects found in the sea or rivers
are linked to any crimes.

Archer lifts five
awards

Featuring a modern interior to
complement the listed building, the
wellbeing and integration of staff was at
the forefront of the move from the firm’s
previous base in Rose Street.
BCO judges were impressed with open
plan office areas, staff kitchens on every
floor and a staff common room akin to a
lounge space at the top of building, with
meeting rooms fitted out to boutique
hotel standards.

Andrew Winstanley and Brian Hector from
Bowtech Products hand system over to
Inspector Colin MacAllister and PC Scott
Duncan from Police Scotland

Robin WIlliamson, managing director at
Lofthus Signs

Aberdeen-based engraving and sign
specialists, Lofthus Signs has won
major contract wins with Highlands
and Islands Enterprise (HIE) and with
the Scottish Parliament.
The company has been commissioned
by HIE to design and install a
wayfinding solution for the recently
constructed 2.8km path network,
which links business units throughout
the Enterprise Park in Forres.
Lofthus has also won a two-year
contract to install new signage and
complete text changes at the Scottish
Parliament in Edinburgh following local
or general elections.

Employees from Archer, the global oilfield
service provider, received five awards at
the International Association of Drilling
Contractors (IADC) North Sea Chapter
Safety Awards.
Archer won the coveted award for overall
safety performance in 2012 in the platforms
category. The company also won two
special merit awards for outstanding
safety performance with over five and six
years no lost time injury or restricted work
case on the Valhall IP and the Vestlefrikk B
respectively.
Former IADC Chairman, Steve Rae, Vice
President of International Platform Drilling
and Engineering at Archer, was the first
recipient of the Val Hood Award for
services to the drilling industry.
Paul Ellis, a senior toolpusher at Archer,
received the Chairman’s special award
for an individual who has demonstrated
strong safety leadership and developed
the right culture.

Exports driving growth
You want to grow your exports to grow your business. We
know that from the various surveys conducted to find out
what you need from your Chamber.
You told us that you want help with market access across a
broad range of international markets with growth potential,
rather than market support in a narrow range of international
markets. You want to be introduced to opportunities rather
than have your hand held in difficult markets (although this
is also important for new exporters).
Following the re-structure at AGCC last year, which was
designed to target support from the Chamber more
closely to your needs, we have been assessing a range
of international markets to target export growth for your
enterprise. Over the course of the next few months we will
be testing our conclusions with members to make sure that
we have selected the markets that you want.
Our draft selection is based on our historic expertise in subSaharan Africa built up over 16 years; our close relationships
in the international Chamber network; research from multiple
agencies as to where the main opportunities for growth
lie; building in a regional approach (rather than a country
approach) to ensure continuity and flexibility; our joint work
with other partners in the North-east Scotland Trade Group
(NESTG) designed to avoid duplication of effort; what we
have to sell – primarily oil & gas, food & drink and business
services; and a pragmatic understanding of where demand
is latent and achievable.
On this last point, so far this year we have;
• hosted trade missions to Tanzania,Uganda and
Mozambique
• participated in development missions to China
• delivered ‘lunch and learn’ sessions for the food and
drink sector
• hosted inbound missions and Honorary Consul level
meetings with representatives from India, Malaysia
and Nigeria
• produced a number of advisory articles and
publications on Saudi Arabia, East Africa, China,
piracy, the Falklands, Libya, financing international
trade, Angola and Brazil
• held meetings with key contacts from a host of
potential markets and worked closely with colleagues
throughout the Scottish and British Chamber networks

Markets where there are strong existing links to be
exploited (extension):
Falkland Islands
The Baltic: Norway, Sweden, Finland, Estonia, Latvia,
Lithuania, Poland
India
South-east Asia: Malaysia, Singapore, Thailand, Vietnam,
Indonesia, Burma
The Arabian Gulf: Saudi Arabia, the UAE, Iraq, Kuwait
New markets where there in medium to long-term potential
to grow (Innovation):
Central America: Mexico, Venezuela, Colombia
We’ve left out some markets that we know you are interested
in, as we are aware that export support is provided to these
by other business support agencies and we want to avoid
duplication of effort. Brazil and Russia are examples of these.
Meanwhile, we continue to develop first-class export
documentation services making your export administration
hassle-free and efficient, we assist with access to export
finance, provide market intelligence and export-readiness
training to improve your likelihood of success.

CHAMBER VIEWPOINT

Bob Collier
Chief Executive

We can’t do all this at once, so we are very interested to hear
from members not only about the choice of target markets,
but also which of these markets are the highest priorities for
your business so we can prioritise our export support work.
We’ll be sending you a short questionnaire to check that
we’ve got our export support right for your business.

Bob Collier
Chief Executive

These are the markets that we have selected to check with
you:
Markets where your Chamber has existing expertise and
competence (continuation):
West Africa: Ghana, Nigeria, Angola (ABC)
East Africa: Tanzania, Uganda, Mozambique (ABC)
China: Hong Kong, Shanghai
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Business boost to tourism
Plans to unlock leisure potential

The message from Aberdeen is clear - business is
booming. But this brings challenges of its own.

consider the proposals which could involve a new centre on
a different site.

Here, three businesses give their views on the future
in Aberdeen’s business tourism sector.

Turnover at AECC has been on a continuous upward path,
apart from a slight dip in 2009/10, with Offshore Europe
creating two-year peaks.

Business tourism is at the core of activity at Aberdeen
The dip was caused by a contraction in the industry and
Exhibition and Conference Centre (AECC) which has just
companies cutting back on functions and external business
enjoyed its best ever year and Brian Horsburgh, the managing
meetings.
director, says that is a reflection of
the buoyancy of the energy related
Mr Horsburgh said that in the
“Our turnover has grown roughly last couple of years there had
economy.
220% in the last 10 years and 80% been a squeeze in the provision
“The energy component is very
of our business is repeat,”
of entertainment at the centre
important for us but we do also bring
because of capacity constraints.
Brian
Horsburgh,
AECC
MD
a lot of non-energy related events
into the city such as conferences on
“The
areas
which
have
oceanology and bioscience and medical events.”
shown the most growth are exhibitions, conferences
and major banqueting events and these are all
The importance of AECC to the area is reflected in the fact
the ones that generate the largest return and also
that it was calculated that in the last Offshore Europe year,
give rise to the largest economic impact. They also
it generated £109million into the North-east economy but it
confirm bookings well in advance.
has greater potential.
“We are reaching capacity because we are not only attracting
new business, but many existing events are continuing to
grow,” said Mr Horsburgh.
“We are a victim of our success and of the success of the
economy of the city. Our turnover has grown roughly 220%
in the last 10 years and 80% of our business is repeat.
“We are growing in terms of the number of people attending
events but exhibitions are also requiring more space and
increasing the number of days over which events are held.”
Aberdeen City Council has drawn up a shortlist of firms to
partner on redeveloping the centre, and later this year will
6
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But efforts are underway to capitalise on the huge potential
at the weekends, when Aberdeen City and Shire rates are
amongst the most competitive in the country.
VisitAberdeen, the new destination organisation, is marketing
the city to both leisure and business visitors but is trying to
ensure that the latter return for reasons other than work.
“When you look at tourism in Aberdeen you can divide it into
three pieces,” said Steve Harris, chief executive of the organisation.
“There is leisure tourism, and we really haven’t been competing
in that market since oil and gas arrived 40 years ago; there is
what I call compulsory business tourism which is people who
have to come here because their job requires it; and there is
what I call voluntary business tourism – people coming here
bringing their professional conferences when they could go
anywhere in the UK, or even the world.”

that Aberdeen is expensive and “a long way away”.
“Actually, once you’ve arrived at the airport we are as close
to London as Edinburgh and Glasgow and at the weekends
we are absolutely not expensive so I think there is potential to
build on what other people have already done.
“One area in which we are particularly strong is energy in
general and oil and gas in particular and I think there are
opportunities for us to work with other cities.
“There is an organisation called the Energy Cities Alliance, a
group of energy cities which promote themselves collectively,
so we are going to be looking to see if we can make that work
harder for us. The only other member city in Europe is Stavanger
and we want to explore the possibility of a conference involving
two or more of the cities working together.”
VisitAberdeen has just launched a weekend brochure which
will be placed in every hotel room in Aberdeen to try to get
people thinking of it not just as a city of oil and gas, but also of
golf, a beach, a harbour and many other things.

FEATURES

Almost every city in the UK envies Aberdeen’s hotel
occupancy rate from a Monday to Wednesday when, it is
sometimes suggested, they fill Dundee’s hotels as well.

He said that there were two possible ways to try and capitalise
on Aberdeen having the best value rates in Scotland, if not the
UK, at weekends.
“One of those is to get Aberdeen onto the city break market and
with what we have got going in the city and in the countryside
around it, we are a very attractive destination. On the business
side, there is obviously great capacity and good value for people
to bring professional conferences and association conferences
and that is a market we will be targeting with full vigour.”
He said he believed much could be done to bury the myth
“So they are a priority but that has meant we have sometimes
been unable to accommodate some entertainment events.
We have lost out on some tours because we haven’t been
able to give them specific dates because we only have one
arena and we use it for all these different kinds of events.
“Our arena has to function for all the major events we do
and we end up constantly reconfiguring one space which
means we lose a lot of downtime switching from exhibition
mode to conference mode to banqueting mode.
“If we had the flexibility of a bigger space that we could
subdivide or if we had two halls to play with then we could
probably be much more efficient.
“Also the existing arena was built in 1985 and it was never
designed as an entertainment space and it is probably not
that well-suited.
“If we had a purpose built space we could not only attract
events that we can’t take now on the entertainment side but
it would also work better for our exhibition clients because
we would potentially have more permanent exhibition
space.”

Steve Harris, chief executive of Visit Aberdeen

Bill Burnett, manager of the Holiday Inn Aberdeen West
in Westhill, which recently beat 280 rivals to be named
European Holiday Inn Hotel of the Year would like to see
a world class customer care initiative adopted across
Aberdeen City and Shire.
Business tourism is fundamental to the success of his hotel
and in common with other hotels across the North-east that
is generally restricted to Monday to Thursday.
“Our business tourism is primarily accommodation and that
has an association with our catering but conferences and
meetings are also a large part of our business,” he said. “We
have a fairly buoyant meetings market which is linked to
the same corporate users as the bedroom space and the
average length of stay is three days.”
He said every hotelier in the Aberdeen area would like to
grow their weekend tourist market and he tried to fill his
accommodation from Fridays to Sundays with weddings,
corporate dinners or events like their popular tribute shows.
He said that the Aberdeen City and Shire Hotels Association
was firmly behind the City Of Culture bid which he believed
would help their weekend business and there was an
opportunity to adopt a world-class customer care initiative
which had been outlined in the area tourism strategy.
“We need to get everyone involved to participate in some
form of solid customer care training which we can roll out
as a city and a region that is branded and recognised - one
initiative that we all stand behind.”
He hopes that a system of simplified pricing for weekend
breaks, which had proved successful in the past, could be
reintroduced and promoted on the new VisitAberdeen
website.

Brian Horsburgh, managing director at AECC
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Build your 2013 skillbase
You’ve got the resources, now you need to hone the skills.
The training team at the Chamber provides relevant, timely
and valuable tuition, whether you are looking to get the most
out of Offshore Europe, maximise management through
emotional intelligence or improve resilience throughout the
workforce.
New courses coming up in the second half of the year include:

SKILLS

Exhibition Stand Excellence
On the exhibition floor, the stand team represents the face
of the company. Appearance, behaviour and attitude will
be scrutinised, so it is important that you are confident,
competent and reflect the right image for the company.
Exhibition space is extremely expensive; make sure you
capture your return on investment.
The Green Agenda, are you ready?
There are new regulations to help Scotland become one
of the most resource efficient nations in Europe have been
passed by the Scottish Parliament.
The Waste (Scotland) Regulations will require all businesses
to separate paper and card, plastic, metal and glass for
recycling by January 2014. Businesses that produce more
than 5kg of food waste per week will also need to separate
this for collection.
Emotional Intelligence
It is widely agreed that your EQ (Emotional Intelligence
Quotient) holds more value than your IQ (Intelligence
Quotient) does in a leadership role. Managers who are
emotionally intelligent have the ability to manage their own
emotions effectively and also to get the best out of their
people through heightened awareness and appropriate
handling of emotions.

Leading for Success
Maximise your impact as a leader through an interactive
exploration of your leadership potential. Having a robust
vision is the first step to effective leadership… but it doesn’t
end there. The leader’s style, skills, personality, background,
experiences, challenges faces, ambition, emotions, ideals
and values all play a part.
Survive and Thrive!
People with resilience cope best with changes, deadlines and
setbacks and many of the other challenges in life. Studies
have shown that resilience is a skill that can be learned.
This programme deals with the psychological benefits of having
greater resilience. Resilience can be defined as the ability to handle
disruptive situations and crises and being able to ‘bounce back’.
Drug and Alcohol Awareness Training
Drug and alcohol misuse costs UK industry approximately
£800million per year through ill health, accidents, absence
rates, poor performance, reduced productivity and lowered
workforce morale, which ultimately impacts on a company’s
image and reputation.
The Chartered Institute of Personnel and Development estimates
that 10% of the average workforce will have drug and alcohol issues.
Employers have a responsibility under legislation. This is
discussed along with raising awareness of the issues and
obligations in this field for managers, supervisors and staff,
arming them with the knowledge necessary to address this
problem and create a safer, happier, substance-free working
environment.
These courses supplement our other ever-popular
opportunities. For further details, dates and costs, visit
www.agcc/skills or call Susan Staniforth on 01224 343917;
email susan.staniforth@agcc.co.uk; twitter @agcctraining

Making the most of the Chamber stand at the All Energy Exhibition are Mary Holland (L) and Fiona Fernie, both Membership
Network Managers, with Liam Smyth, the new Membership Director at the Chamber
8
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News in brief

International energy consultancy Xodus Group has
secured a contract worth £1.3million to deliver the
subsea Front End Engineering Design (FEED) study
for the Premier Oil Catcher project in the Central North
Sea.
William Lippe Architects Ltd secured new business
worth £19.5million during the first three months of 2013.
The Inverurie-based firm has secured contracts from all
construction sectors, and projects cover commercial,
industrial, domestic, hotel and development works
throughout the region including major projects in
Inverurie, and Oldmeldrum

I’m Thinking Of Starting Up
In Business – What Should I
Consider?
For those setting up in business, getting to grips with
finances and making sure you stay compliant can be a real
headache. The following outlines a few of the areas that
require consideration:
UÊ

UÊ
Capital Document Solutions has agreed a five-year
contract with Fettes College in Edinburgh, strengthening
its position in the independent schools market.
The office equipment specialist, which has agreements
with a number of clients in the education sector, will
provide a wide range of document solutions.

Public relations firm Granite PR has opened a new
office in Houston and secured business worth £50,000
in the U.S. since the beginning of 2013.
Granite PR was founded in Aberdeen in 2008 by Brett
Jackson and focuses on public relations, business
events and networking primarily in the fields of oil and
gas, property and professional services.
Aberdeen-based Maritime Assurance and Consulting
Ltd (MAC) has secured its biggest contract to date
from BP for the provision of marine services.
The three-year agreement covers a range of marine
operations in the UKCS including vessel assurance,
engineering, marine and HSSE consultancy and the
provision of offshore personnel.
This is the first major contract win for the company’s
recently formed marine assurance team and coincides
with the recent appointment of marine manager, Alan
Booth, who, with over 45 years’ experience of the
offshore industry, will be responsible for overseeing the
contract.

For all Members News please go to:
www.agcc.co.uk/membersnews
Send your news to
business.bulletin@agcc.co.uk

UÊ

UÊ

UÊ

1- --Ê", - Common forms of business are sole
trader, partnership, limited company and limited liability
partnership (LLP). There are tax implications for each and
you should take advice from an accountant or tax
advisor to find out what suits you and your business
best.
6/ – if your turnover of VAT taxable goods and services
supplied for the previous 12 months is more than the
threshold of £79,000, or you expect it to go over
£79,000 in the next 30 days alone, you must register for
VAT. If you haven't crossed the registration threshold,
you can still voluntarily register for VAT as it may be
beneficial to do so.
*9," – if you intend to take a salary from the
business or employ staff, you will need to submit
information to HM Revenue and Customs under Real
Time Information (RTI). RTI means you will need to
submit information to HMRC every time you pay your
employees.
 "1 /- – If you choose limited company or LLP, you
will need to register with Companies House and submit
annual accounts within 9 months of the end of your
accounting period. For sole traders and partnerships, no
accounts are required to be submitted. You will need to
submit full accounts information to HMRC whatever
business form you choose.
/8 - If you choose limited company, you will need to
submit a corporation tax return to HMRC within 12
months of the end of your accounting period. The
company will also be required to pay any corporation tax
due within 9 months of the end of your accounting
period. If you choose sole trader, partnership or LLP, the
business itself pays no business tax however the
individual owners are required to calculate their share of
any profit and pay income tax and national insurance via
Self Assessment. Estimated payments on account are
made on 31 January and 31 July and a “catch all”
balancing payment made on the following 31 January.

NEWS

Global provider of business management systems
for safety critical sectors BusinessPort has signed a
strategic partnership with a US firm RG Performance
Group to help international growth.
The American professional services firm has offices in
Washington DC, Houston, Boston and Charlotte.

It is important to get it right first time - the cost implications
of getting it wrong can not only include HMRC and
Companies House penalties and interest but also extra tax
and national insurance by not choosing the most tax
efficient business structure.
CONTACT: Steve Mitchell, Head of Accounting Services
email: steve.mitchell@aab.co.uk
9 Queens Road, Aberdeen, AB15 4YL
tel: 01224 625111 fax: 01224 626007
website: www.aab.co.uk
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Sending black pudding to Oman
Chamber members export to almost 90 countries, not counting the EU, but Julien Masse, the
Chamber’s international business team leader, believes there are significant additional global
opportunities for companies and not just those involved in the oil and gas business.

FEATURES

“MOST OF what we export is to the
EU,” he said. “What we are trying
to do is encourage companies to
break into new markets including
south-east Asia and other emerging
economies – the BRICS countries
(Brazil, Russia, India, China and
South Africa).
“We already export successfully
and there has been a major push on
exports in the last couple of years
involving the Scottish Government,
public bodies and the Scottish and
British Chambers of Commerce
which have focused mainly on food
and drink, oil and gas and the life
sciences.
“This coordinated action has
resulted in an increase in the
number of Scottish companies
exporting and an increase in the
value of exports.
“Whisky is the locomotive of food
and drink and represents a massive
60% of all food and drink exports
which were worth £5 billion last
year.
“However there are other products
Scotland could sell, including
salmon and other seafood,
dairy products, meat and added
value products like biscuits and
shortbread.”
The Chamber has just held a very
successful seminar on how to

export to China, which now has the
fourth largest food market in the
world with total food and beverage
sales having almost doubled in the
last decade to over £70billion in 2012.
The seminar, organised in
collaboration with the China-Britain
Business Council, was to help
overcome the fears companies have
about exporting to such countries by
demonstrating that the right type of
support is in place.
Julien has undergone comprehensive
training on how to do business in
China and the Chamber plans to put
together a mission to a major food
and drink fair in China.
“There is considerable scope for
increasing exports to China both
now and in the future,” he said. “Our
Chamber wishes to understand why
our region, and Scotland as a whole,
is not capitalising on this food and
drink opportunity and what action
has to be taken to stimulate trade
in this sector. China’s demography
is changing rapidly and its growing
middle classe is an avid consumer
of quality products such as those
produced in North-east Scotland.

products are trustworthy.
“China is a culture which fears poor
quality food and the increasingly
frequent hygiene-related scandals
are working in favour of Scotland’s
high quality products.
“There is a fear of the unknown for
Scottish producers but we need to
remove that fear to market entry by
providing the right information to
allow many more companies to break
into China.”

Julien Massé

“Scotland has long excelled in the
premium food and drink sector with
products that draw on provenance
and authenticity for their quality.
Rigorous safety standards ensure
that all Scottish food and drink

M

urdoch
Brothers
of
Forres,
a
family butcher just
three years short of
its century, exports a
range of products to
Oman including black
pudding and what are
officially “the best pies
in Scottish football.”

Murdoch butchers at Forres Mechanics Football Club
10
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Graham
Murdoch
explained
that
the
export business started
when he spotted an
internet advert from a
exile in Oman who was
looking for a supplier of
pork, bacon and other
Scottish products.

I

t is just four years since Mackintosh of Glendaveny was
established to produce a great local Scottish alternative to olive
oil from rapeseed grown on the family farm near Peterhead.
It has been a tremendous success and is now stocked by three
major supermarkets and two suppliers to the food industry.
However, having broken into the market in Dubai, company
founder Gregor Mackintosh is now seeking other potential global
outlets.
It was a chance meeting at a Grampian Food Forum dinner which
led to his first overseas foray.

That trip produced a lead which eventually fizzled out but,
undeterred, Gregor headed for the show in February this year
but this time as an exhibitor at the SDI Pavilion.
As a result he linked up with Dubai-based Just Food International,
in which former Scottish fishing skipper Robert Mitchell was a
founder, and secured a deal.
“There is a huge opportunity for the oil products in the region
because the oil category is so big,” he said. “If you go into a
supermarket over there, instead of just a small display as in the
UK, there will be a whole aisle five high of all the different oils you
can think of.”
He said that canola oil, which is well recognised around the world,
is very similar to his cold-pressed rapeseed oil.
“But 95% of the world’s canola production is GM (genetically
modified) so straight away we go in there with a GM-free
product.”
He said that the route to market at the moment was food service,
supplying hotels and catering companies, but they were in talks
with retailers.
“Dubai was just a region where there was an opportunity and we
knew other Scottish guys who were supplying into that region
and getting on well,” he said.
“It is quite hard for small companies to find the time and resources
to break into new markets, but if they can follow other Scottish
producers and their routes to market it is possible.”

“I got in touch with him and it just so happened he
was already buying salmon from Gourmet’s Choice in
Portsoy who were putting a delivery out every week.
“We actually make fish pies for Gourmet’s Choice so
I asked if we might piggyback with them to get our
goods out to Oman and they said that wouldn’t be a
problem so they pick up our order and consolidate it
with theirs.”
The goods go to Gordon Mackenzie who runs
a cafe/deli and food distribution business
in Muscat.
The Murdoch exports require a
certificate of origin which is obtained from the
Chamber and a health certificate which comes
from environmental health and he said that although
it was daunting initially they now regard it as very
straightforward.
“We don’t actively pursue new exports,” said Graham.

G

ourmet’s Choice, one of Portsoy’s biggest employers
with around 30 staff, began exporting as a result of an
enthusiastic Texan fishermen around 25 years ago.
“He was working in this area of Aberdeenshire and used to go
fishing on the Spey and bring his salmon to us for smoking ,”
said Elaine Sutherland, the company financial controller.
“He always said when he retired from the oil industry he was
going to start a business in America importing Gourmet’s
Choice smoked Scottish salmon and that’s exactly what he did.
“When he moved back to Texas, he set up his own business and
called it Scottish Seawild and started buying in our salmon. We
exported to the USA for as long as that company continued
and, encouraged by our success, we looked to develop other
markets.

FEATURES

“I was sitting next to a guy from Lossie Seafoods and they were
heading to Gulfood last year because they thought it would be a
good event to go to. Within a couple of days, I had booked flights
and went to the show.”

“Consequently, the Gourmet’s Choice range is now available in
the Middle East, Europe, Africa and Asia.
“Assistance for a small company like Gourmet’s Choice
to research potential markets is available. Support and
encouragement from Scottish Government, through Scottish
Development International to attend exhibitions like Gulfood in
Dubai (the world’s biggest food and hospitality show) proved
a great success resulting in the Middle East becoming a very
important part of our business.”
Gourmet’s Choice has been exploring new opportunities and
recently attended FHC, Shanghai (an exhibition for the global
food and hospitality sector in China) which they are confident
will result in new business.
Although the bulk of their exports is smoked salmon they also
dispatch fresh salmon, smoked mackerel, kippers, smoked
haddock, and smoked halibut.

“What we do for him is nothing different to what we
sell anyway. The bacon is our own which is cured,
sliced and packeted to the size he wants and it is our
own recipe of sausages.”
Murdochs is the current title holder of the “Best Pie
in Scottish football” which they supply to Forres
Mechanics (they won the world’s best pie title in
2010) and these pies find their way to Oman as does
gammon, pork and the occasional suckling pig.
“The challenge there was find a box which would take
in a suckling pig in one piece and keep it cold,” said
Graham.
“Although Christmas is pretty hectic the orders are at a
level which is fine for us and we can cope with. Because
we are a small business the distributor can pick up the
phone and ask us to do something in a particular way
and it can be done without any problem.”
July 2013 BUSINESS BULLETIN
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Turnover doubles Best place to
work declared

Aberdeen Asset Management has
topped a poll as the Best Place to Work
in the UK in a survey of those working in
the financial markets.

NEWS

Fraser Innes, Paradigm Drilling

Paradigm Drilling Services has doubled its
turnover from £1.9million in 2011 to almost
£4million in 2012. The company is now
investing a further £1million of capital into
additional manufacturing capacity and
rental assets at its base at the Thainstone
Business Park, near Inverurie.
Established in 2009, the specialist Northeast drilling services firm, currently
employs 45 members of staff and plans
are underway to recruit 10 new members
of staff by the end of 2013.
Paradigm Drilling Services Chairman &
CEO, Fraser Innes, said: “The business
has come a long way since its inception
in 2009, when we started with just three
members of staff and, due to a number
of contract awards, it is essential we
continue to grow our workforce to meet
the increasing demand for our products
and services.”

Contract win for
AGR
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It also scooped the title Best Place to
Work in the Asset Management category.
In the overall global category of Best Place
To Work, Aberdeen Asset Management,
which has 23 offices in 31 countries, came
fourth out of the 100 companies polled
– rising from 10th position in 2012 and
beating companies such as BNP Paribas,
Morgan Stanley, Royal Bank of Scotland,
Goldman Sachs, JP Morgan, Investec,
Deutsche Bank and the London Stock
Exchange.
The poll, which is run annually by Here Is
The City, is a ballot of staff working in the
global financial markets.

EFC Group
expands

Dr Tom Whitfield with Raymond Pirie,
vice-president of Intertek’s global upstream
business at the official opening of the new
regional centre

Intertek has invested £900,000 in a new
Malaysian regional centre which will bring
enhanced services to the exploration and
production sector in the region.
Based in Kuala Lumpur, the facility has
two laboratories and will allow Intertek
to expand its locally delivered services
significantly for its existing E&P business
in the region.
It will be also be a focal point for the
provision of local expertise through
consultancy, technical support and testing
services for the south-east Asia region.
The office has capacity for 30 people
and recruitment plans are underway to
increase the workforce by a third.

An EFC Group technician testing
equipment in the workshop

EFC Group, designer and manufacturer
of instrumentation, monitoring, handling
and control systems for the global oil
and gas industry, has opened a new
manufacturing plant in Moray.

Global oil services provider AGR
Petroleum Services has signed an
£18million contract with Genel Energy
to deliver well management services
for Genel Energy’s North/West Africa
offshore drilling campaign.

The base in Enterprise Park, Forres marks
the group’s second phase of expansion
in the area and a £100,000 investment.
This follows the opening of a new satellite
office in the same business park in
September.

The contract, secured by AGR’s
Aberdeen-based team, involves provision
of full well management and associated
services, including drilling, engineering
and planning services, supply chain
management and operations support
for Genel Energy’s high impact 10 well
drilling campaign.

The new 4,000ft2 plant was opened six
months ahead of schedule. The company
achieved turnover of £14million last year
and projects it will exceed £30million
turnover by 2016.

Aberdeen & Grampian Chamber of Commerce

Malaysian
expansion

The facility sees the number of EFC
employees based in the region reach 18 eight more than originally anticipated.

Tom Whitfield, manager of E&P for southeast Asia at Intertek, and Douglas Bennet,
manager of microbiology have relocated
from the UK to Kuala Lumpur.
Dr Whitfield said: “Intertek has seen a
growing demand for local testing and
support services in south-east Asia. We
see Malaysia as the focal point for the
region because it has a mature oil and
gas market and also a large amount of
exploration.
Our facility is particularly targeted at
technology needs encountered by
our clients. It will help our clients make
informed decisions and give them easier
access to international experts in a range of
disciplines from production chemistry and
microbiology to materials performance
and corrosion. Our ultimate aim is to reduce
risk in the local industry through accurate,
analytical assessment and testing.”

Giving a helping hand
Two North-east charities have benefited from a donation by the
Chamber.

Focus on Members’ Benefits
This month we focus on First Data who provide
preferential rates for card acceptance services through
Aberdeen & Grampian Chamber of Commerce

Drugs Action and Glencraft were both given office furniture to
assist them with their work throughout the region.

Nicky Findlay, finance & business manager at Drugs Action, said:
“The facility is increasingly being used for group work which often
requires a large table and chairs. We are delighted and grateful
to have received the donation of the furniture which ordinarily we
wouldn’t have been able to purchase.”
A reception desk was also donated to Glencraft, a charity
manufacturing and supplying mattresses and bedroom furniture,
after the Chamber’s office move last year. Gillian Huthersall, sales
and marketing coordinator, explained: “By donating the reception
desk, it has allowed us to focus on our core values, including
innovation and financial responsibility. By introducing an open
plan layout it will help us work together, realise full potential and
help people enjoy what they do.”

Your chance to place a
moving message

At First Data, we look for every opportunity to help
customers leverage more value from each transaction—
developing new solutions to make them simpler, faster,
safer and more rewarding. We’ve entered the age of
universal commerce, where the lines between in-store,
eCommerce and mobile commerce are blurring.
As an Aberdeen & Grampian Chamber of Commerce
member, you can take advantage of preferential rates
for credit and debit card acceptance services through
First Data Merchant Solutions. However you take
cards – face-to-face, by phone or via the internet –
there is a range of options to meet your needs.

NEWS

Drugs Action, a charity which helps people affected by drug and
alcohol issues, has been given an office table and eight chairs.
The furniture will be used at the charity’s drop-in facility to assist
in providing a range of services, including support & recovery
group meetings.

Special offer for Aberdeen & Grampian Chamber of
Commerce members:

•
•
•
•
•

No joining fee for Chip & PIN
Preferential rates for members
Free, no obligation, Merchant health check
ClientLineSM – our online reporting tool*
British Chambers of Commerce nationally
endorsed service

What you can expect
Complete Payment Solutions – Chip and PIN, Virtual
Terminal & E-Commerce
• Simple application process
• UK based call centres and payments experts to
advise and support you
• Expertise in meeting PCI DSS Compliance standards
• Merchant Cash Advance
• Contactless Payments

•

Chamber events assistant Megan McIntosh shows off the new
livery. Picture by Julia Heys

The Chamber is offering your business the exclusive opportunity
to increase exposure and spread your brand message by
sponsoring the Chamber’s eternally on the move van.
The van is used on a daily basis and travels throughout the
North-east. As the sponsor, you will benefit from a number of
promotional opportunities, including invaluable advertising
space at our Business Breakfast events.
BlueSky Business Space’s brand presence is already set to be
amplified throughout the North-east for the next year. The
company is now the pleased sponsor of the Chamber’s car.
The Chamber carnow proudly sports the BlueSky logos and
branding and will be paraded throughout the region.
The company told Business Bulletin: “BlueSky Business Space
is delighted to sponsor the Chamber car and build a close
relationship with the Chamber of Commerce. We hope the
visibility of the vehicle will raise awareness of our business and
promote the new state of the art facility just opened in Westhill.”
To find out more about the van sponsorship please contact
Seona Shand, Membership Network Manager, on 01224 343929.

Why First Data
Over six million merchants around the world
currently use First Data’s card acceptance services
- we are global specialists in electronic payments
• Understanding your needs is paramount so we
have worked closely with Aberdeen & Grampian
Chamber of Commerce to offer a service which
best supports your business
• Support and services that can help you grow from
start-up to small business all the way through to
major high street brand

•

Next steps
Contact your local expert and quote special offer code
T900.
Audrey Davie, 07715 808 650, Adavie@firstdatacorp.
co.uk
Alternatively call 0800 652 5808 between 8.30am
and 5.30pm Monday to Friday and quote special
offer code T900 to find out more about how First
Data Merchant Solutions can help your business grow
through electronic payment acceptance.
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AGCC Retail Survey

FEATURES

An AGCC study into Aberdeen’s retail sector has revealed a
series of opportunities to enhance trading conditions within the
commercial heart of the city.
The research was commissioned by the Business Improvement
District, Aberdeen Inspired, and launched to a range of
stakeholders at the Bon Accord Centre on 5th June.
The new study comes at a crucial time for the region which is at
the start of a journey to bring the city centre back to its former
glory and with little regional intelligence existing. The findings
reveal that retail businesses have largely enjoyed positive trading
in the past two years, with 43% revealing an increase in like-forlike sales and a further 21% reporting no change. This is offset
by an increase in costs, which 71% of outlets have experienced,
leading to 42% of businesses declaring a decline in net margins.
Only 23% said net margins have increased in the past two years.
The survey showed encouraging signs for the future of retail in
the city, with more retailers predicting growth in the next two
years (43%) than anticipating the downsizing of their business
(8%). Around a quarter of respondents said they expect footfall
to rise (24%) and like-for-like spending to increase.

A willingness to innovate was reflected in the survey results,
with businesses aware of their role in embracing technological
advances and the potential those developments have in
the retail sector. New product offerings are planned by 84%
of businesses, with 53% planning to increase their internet
presence.
Aberdeen Inspired is the banner under which Aberdeen BID
(Business Improvement District) operates. The business-led
initiative is funded by levy payers within the BID zone and
proceeds are used to fund initiatives designed to enhance the
traditional commercial heart of the city. With an investment
budget in excess of £1million annually, it is one of a number of
stakeholders working to improve the experience for shoppers
visiting Aberdeen city centre.
The data is important to form Aberdeen Inspired’s strategy. It
has provided them with a baseline to help monitor performance
and progress as well as helping to shape projects going forward.
For more information or to obtain a copy of the retail report
please contact Emma Moulden at emma.moulden@agcc.co.uk

An overview of the findings was presented at the launch which
elicted a lively and interesting discussion from retail businesses
and key stakeholders. It is a topic that many feel passionate
about and despite UK data on the industry painting a fairly
gloomy picture, it seems that North-east retailers are being
supported by a thriving local economy. Eighty-eight percent of
businesses report their performance is the same or better than
other areas of the UK.
However, there was a warning against complacency and a number
of areas were identified by retailers as requiring improvement.
These included parking, the quality of open space and the local
business environment. Other aspects flagged up by traders
which are actively being addressed by Aberdeen Inspired
include signage, public transport and safety.
External influences highlighted by retailers included issues
with accessing finance and rising costs, which include business
rates, employee costs and rent.
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Stakeholders at last month’s survey launch

ADVERTISING FEATURE

COMMERCIAL BANKING

Opening doors for the
Scottish property sector.

In 2012, we increased our lending
to property sector businesses by
12% as they sought to consolidate,
diversify and grow their portfolios,
and we’re committed to continue
being open for business in 2013.

Access to ﬁnance
Our track record of helping
businesses succeed means we
can offer ﬂexible funding terms
to property ﬁrms as they seek to
make the most of opportunities
across the country. This includes
our support of the Funding for
Lending Scheme where we have
reduced the interest rate by 1%
for the full term on all approved
commercial mortgages and
business loan applications.

Specialist support
At Bank of Scotland, we also
have a team of locally-based
relationship managers who work

exclusively with businesses
in the property sector.
With their detailed local
knowledge and up-to-date
understanding of the issues
affecting the industry – regulation
change and government
initiatives, for example – they
can help their customers take
advantage of business
opportunities and manage their
ﬁnancial challenges. Our team
also works closely with the Royal
Institution of Chartered Surveyors
(RICS) and the Association of
Residential Letting Agents (ARLA)
to further deepen their knowledge
of the sector.
We’re also continuing to work
closely with social housing
projects to support communities
across the country, including those
in rural areas, forming part of our
commitment to the whole of the
Scottish property industry.
Our commitment means we are
helping strengthen the sector, while
supporting growth in both the
Scottish and UK economies as well.
To ﬁnd out how our knowledge
and commitment can help your
property business, please visit
bankofscotland.co.uk/property.

Our lending commitments
• We increased lending to the
property sector by 12% in 2012.
• We are committed to increasing
our lending to the property sector
further in 2013.
• We were the ﬁrst UK bank
to access funds under the
Funding for Lending Scheme
(FLS).
• We’re offering FLS to businesses
in the property sector.
• Through FLS we’ve reduced
the lifetime interest rate on our
commercial mortgages and
business loans by 1%.

PREMIER PARTNERS

Over half of small and mediumsized property businesses in
Scotland are expecting to increase
their commercial property
investment during 2013*, and
Bank of Scotland is helping these
landlords, property investors and
developers achieve their growth
ambitions, both for 2013 and
in the long term.

GRAHAM BLAIR
Area Director,
Commercial
Banking,
Scotland North
To discuss Bank of Scotland’s
support for the property sector,
please call:
JAMES MORGAN
07818 012636
Relationship Director, Property,
SME Banking, Aberdeen
JIM DOUGLAS
07836 208830
Relationship Director, Property,
SME Banking, Aberdeen

lendingforscotland.com
Figure from telephone interviews with 29 SMEs with lending potential of £100k – £50m undertaken 7 Feb – 5 March 2013 by
What’s Next Business Consultancy Ltd for the Lloyds Bank Commercial Property Conﬁdence Monitor due for release in June 2013.

*

Any property given as security, which may include your home, may be repossessed if you do not
keep up repayments on your mortgage or other debts secured on it.
All lending is subject to a satisfactory credit assessment.
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1% discount applies to businesses with an annual turnover of up to £15m. For other businesses, the discount will be up to 1%. Authorised by July
the Prudential
Regulation Authority
and regulated
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by the Financial Conduct Authority and the Prudential Regulation Authority. Licensed under the Consumer Credit Act 1974 under registration number 0593292. We subscribe to The Lending
Code; copies of the Code can be obtained from www.lendingstandardsboard.org

POLICY

Update from your
Chamber Policy Unit

Transport: Back on the agenda
One of the main issues that the AGCC policy team is consistently
lobbying on is the need to improve this region’s transport links
and infrastructure.
To this end, the team has spent a large part of the month
presenting your views on transport issues across this region to
politicians and civil servants.
Research has shown time and again that transport problems
are one of the main barriers to growth in this region. The poor
transport links were viewed by members as having a significant
negative impact in April’s People Driving Growth research. It is
essential then, that progress is made in delivering the Aberdeen
Western Peripheral Route (AWPR) so other road projects such
as the Haudagain can begin improvements.
It was therefore pleasing to see the Haudagain roundabout
being debated in the Scottish Parliament. While we welcome the
cross-party consensus that work is urgently needed to resolve
the congestion seen at the roundabout, it is disappointing that
the subject continues to be used for political ends.
The policy team will continue to lobby for preparatory work to
start on this vital project as soon as possible, so construction
can begin as soon as the AWPR opens.
But it is not just roads which need vital investment in order to
ensure that this region maximises its economic contribution.
Investment in the rail network will also reap dividends for the
Scottish economy. Prior to a debate taking place on rail services,
the policy team briefed MSPs on what local rail improvements
are needed to make travelling by rail a viable alternative to road.
In the briefing, the Chamber called on the Scottish Government
to support a range of measures which would improve rail
services in the North-east.
These measure included addressing the capacity issues which
are preventing faster journey times between Aberdeen and
Edinburgh, Glasgow and Inverness; the speedy reopening of
Kintore station; the roll-out of wi-fi across all ScotRail services
and working with the UK government to bring High Speed Rail
to Scotland.
The Chamber also submitted a response to the Airports
Commission, discussing the short term measures required
to resolve capacity problems at UK airports. This region
relies heavily on good links to London airports so businesses,
particularly those who export, can access foreign markets.
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In the response, we called for this region’s access to Heathrow
to be protected and for additional capacity to be delivered as
quickly as possible at Heathrow.
New food & drink body
The Chamber networks play a key role in the development of
policy for the Chamber and over the coming months the policy
team will look to the groups to debate proposals coming from
government which will have an impact on their particular sector.
Over the last few months, the policy team has been in discussion
with the food and drink network on proposals which will create
a Scottish food and drink body to replace the current Food
Standards Agency. Using the views offered by members, and
following a lively discussion at the network meeting, the policy
team submitted a response to the Scottish Government.
In the Chamber’s submission we warned against the new food
body being overly bureaucratic, and that any responsibilities
assumed by the body should not impact on the costs of
operations to businesses.
Access to finance
The Chamber’s sector surveys have repeatedly highlighted
access to finance as being a key issue for businesses in the
region. Many of the sector studies have highlighted companies
- particularly small and medium-sized ones - encountering
problems when trying to access investment to grow their
businesses.
This issue is also on the agenda for the political parties, who
have all stated their ambition to make more finance available for
businesses that want to grow. Each party is working on its own
set of proposals and the Labour party is currently in the process
of developing its policy on the creation of a British Investment
Bank.
The Shadow Business team from the Labour party will visit
the Chamber on 22 July to have a round table discussion
with members about their proposals, and to hear the views
of businesses on how access to finance can be more readily
available.
This is your chance to have a direct influence on policy which
will have an impact on your business. Members who would like
to attend the round table session should contact Rachel Elliott
at rachel.elliott@agcc.co.uk.

Cygnus development

in 2015, with construction manpower estimated to peak at
320, including subcontractors.
Overall, the Cygnus partnership is investing £1.4 billion in the
development of the Cygnus field and is creating 4,000 direct
and indirect jobs across the UK during the construction
phase.

Rising in retail league
Rt Hon Edward Davey MP, Jean-Marie Dauger of GDF SUEZ, (Front
L-R) John Robertson, Burntisland Fabrications and Jean-Claude
Perdigues of GDF SUEZ E&P UK

Edward Davey MP, Secretary of State for Energy and Climate
Change, joined GDF SUEZ E&P UK in Aberdeen to witness
the signing of a major contract with Burntisland Fabrication
Ltd (BiFab) for the Cygnus project.
The deal to construct the accommodation platform of the
GDF SUEZ-operated Cygnus development is one of several
partnerships helping to deliver more investment and new
jobs for UK companies.
The contract covers the fabrication and construction
services for the platform, including the design, procurement,
pre-commissioning assistance, weighing and load-out. The
project schedule sees mechanical completion by the end
of next year and onshore commissioning complete early

The 2013/14 UK shopping venue rankings, compiled by
Javelin Group, show the Granite City is 12th in the league
table. It has climbed two places from the previous report,
continuing an upward trend which has heartened business
leaders.
Susan Bree, chief executive of city centre organisation
Aberdeen Inspired, said: “There is a tendency to be
pessimistic about Aberdeen’s retail offering, but the
Javelin research is very well regarded in commerce and
the data in the latest report makes for interesting reading.
“The majority of venues above Aberdeen in the overall
league table are large cities such as Liverpool, Manchester,
Glasgow and Edinburgh – but there is evidence that those
with smaller population bases, such as Brighton and
Nottingham, can also flourish with a carefully targeted
approach to retail. As recently as 2009 Aberdeen was
20th on the list, which demonstrates the progress being
made.”

Study for your degree while you work

BSc (Hons) ENGINEERING MANAGEMENT

Designed to give students and employers a competitive edge founded on
professional experience, the University of Lincoln’s Work-Based Learning
programmes offer a flexible top-up degree, individually structured around
your current role.

BA (Hons) BUSINESS MANAGEMENT

Join us at our Aberdeen Information Session to find out more.
Palm Court Hotel, Wednesday 31 July, 6.30pm.

16887 06.13

Next Intake: August 2013
Register your interest now at
dlsg.lincoln.ac.uk/agcc

NEWS

Aberdeen’s place as one of Britain’s prime retail
environments has been reinforced in the past year,
according to newly published independent research.

BSc (Hons) LOGISTICS MANAGEMENT

NEW BSc (Hons) MARINE MANAGEMENT
NEW BA (Hons) RETAIL MANAGEMENT

Delivered online, these top-up
degrees can be completed between
13 and 24 months.

Or call our Student
Enrolment Team on
+44 (0)1273 339322

Meet us in Aberdeen, Wednesday 31 July

16887 Lincoln WBDL Print Ad 134.5x190_PRINT.indd 1
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Planning Opinion from the Chamber Policy unit
•
•
•
•

the National Planning Framework
Scottish planning policy documents
the strategic development plan for this region
the local development plans for Aberdeen City and Shire

These documents will have an influence on the type and
scale of development this region delivers over the next 20
years. These documents also have the ability to help us
realise our potential or could (if not well formed) constrain
our potential.
So we want you to tell us your thoughts - what works and
what hasn’t worked, or what you want to see in terms of
development. Here are some of our initial thoughts.

NEWS

James Bream, Research & Policy Director at the Chamber

I was asked what I did at the Chamber when I was golfing at
the weekend. I mentioned the creation of the new research
unit which was well received, I then went on to mention that
I also deal with our policy work.
As soon as I said policy, my playing partner said “rather
you than me”. Having thought about it, I suppose we
engage, influence and generally make sure civil servants
and politicians know what your views are so you don’t have
to. The “rather you than me” phrase has been used by me
before with a friend who worked with small developers
trying to develop an understanding of intimate details of
planning policy.
Planning policy is one of those things most people don’t
consider every day. However, planning policy has a massive
impact on us all and our economic prosperity. Over the next
few weeks / and months we need to ensure that various
planning proposals from government are well considered
and support business growth, including:

Questions at the ready....

•

•

•

Planning should help accelerate economic recovery
and not be so restrictive that certain developments
become unviable. For example, we have already seen
development being constrained in the city centre
through the use of restrictive guidelines in relation to
parking provision for business developments.
Planning cannot ignore the role of the markets. The
planning framework needs to support a private sectorled global cluster of excellence such as that in Westhill,
not frustrate it because it isn’t a “defined development
corridor”.
Finally, planning should be run like a business. Planners
should have a role in making sure development plans
achieve their aims, ie delivering development. So greater
scrutiny is important, indeed businesses expect this as it
is how we operate every day.

What are your views on the planning process, and how can
it be improved? You can contact James directly at james.
bream@agcc.co.uk or tweet your views to @chambertalk.

As part of its aim to put members at the heart of a strong and
sustainable regional economy, the Chamber is bringing the
political leaders to you in its “Meet the Leader” series.

decision-makers face to face and get the chance to grill them
on how they prioritise the issues that impact on business in the
Scottish Parliament.

The leaders of the main Scottish political parties will be at your
Chamber so you can raise the issues that are important to you.
Between now and the end of the year, we will welcome each
of the leaders to our premises at The Hub at the Energy Park
in Aberdeen.

During each event the leader will be allowed ten minutes to
address the audience on what they see as the priorities for
the North-east, before the floor is opened to the audience for
comments and questions.

The meetings have been designed to be accessible and
relevant to all members. The policy unit works hard to make
sure that members’ views
are heard by politicians
but the best person to
express your views on
what your business needs
to grow and innovate is
you.
You

will

meet

the

The first leader in the series will be Willie Rennie MSP, leader
of the Scottish Liberal Democrats, who will be at the Chamber
on August 12, 2013.
Mr Rennie’s visit will be followed later in the year by visits from
First Minister Alex Salmond, Scottish Labour leader Johann
Lamont and Scottish Conservative leader Ruth Davidson.
Demand for places is expected to be high for this series. Any
member who wishes to register their interest in attending
any of the events should contact the Chamber’s Policy
Executive Rachel Elliott at rachel.elliott@agcc.co.uk. Follow
developments at @chambertalk #meettheleader

Aberdeen's favourite payroll
solution: driving greater
efficiency in your business.
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Celebrating the taste of Grampian
Food fair continues its spectacular success

The Store from Foveran roaring trade
It was to try to find a way to make the people of North-east
Scotland more aware of the richness and diversity of locally
produced food and drink that Brian Pack headed for Bristol
15 years ago to what was regarded as the best farmers’
market in the country.
The then chief executive of ANM
was accompanied by Press & Journal
agricultural editor Joe Watson and the
paper’s editor of the day Derek Tucker
and, says Brian: “We weren’t overly
impressed.”
They reported back to the group they
were representing - which included
Scottish Enterprise and Aberdeenshire
Council - that they thought a food fair
was the way to go and Taste of Grampian
was born.
The one-day food and drink festival
became a fixture on the North-east
summer events calendar and 14 years on,
it continues to grow.

“The critical principle is to bring to the attention of the folk
in the area how important the food industry is, and how
varied it is, and in turn it gives small innovative companies a
platform and a sales opportunity.
“A lot of the really small businesses find that it is the best
sales they make in the year, so it is a real
opportunity. We are constantly striving
to introduce new and different elements
to ensure the show is kept fresh and
vibrant.”
As almost half of the Scottish white fish
and shellfish catch landed at Peterhead
and Fraserburgh - worth £208million in
2011 - it was fitting that this year a new
seafood pavilion was opened.
It hosted a number of North-east fish
processing firms and its centrepiece was
a magnificent seafood display which
drew its inspiration from the fish counter
of Harrods in London.

“We have always had seafood stands
“A lot of the really small businesses find
Not only does it attract more than
but this year with support from
that it is the best sales they make in the
10,000 visitors to its 130 stands and year, so it is a real opportunity.” Brian Pack Aberdeenshire European Fisheries Fund
demonstrations by celebrity chefs like
and Aberdeenshire Council we had the
Simon Rimmer and Nick Nairn, but
seafood pavilion which was a shrine to
seems to have an uncanny ability to
the importance of the seafood industry in
attract good weather.
this area,” said Brian.
“It all started because we realised that the folk in the area
didn’t appreciate the sheer breadth of what was being done
in terms of food and drink,” said Brian, who was awarded an
OBE in 1999 for service to agriculture, food and marketing.

Graeme Ross was a reluctant recruit to Taste of Grampian 14
years ago, but he relented and has exhibited at every single
event and indeed is now also a sponsor.
continued on next page
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he had no great skill in the kitchen.
However, inspired by the different cultures he encountered
on his global travels, and an expanding waistline, he decided
to take action.
He was supported by Anne Marie, a vegetarian since
childhood “with a keen interest in our kitchen not being
destroyed”.
They teamed up with a friend who is a professional chef, and
began to develop nutritious foods which could be enjoyed
as a healthy alternative to other breads, with or without
gluten.

FEATURES

Nick Nairn cooks up a storm

continued from previous page
A director of local craft baker JG Ross, Graeme said: “It is an
event which promotes to local people.
“As we have shops in the area I thought initially if we were
doing our job right, there would be little benefit in going
there.
“However we went along and realised it offers an opportunity
to speak to customers in a way that is not possible in the
shop environment.”
This year JG Ross had plenty to talk about.
The firm with a £10million-a-year turnover, which employs
320 staff, invested more than £300,000 to re-open its
bakery in Portsoy to bake a new range of Pulsetta glutenfree products.
JG Ross bought the LD Forrest bakery in Portsoy in 1997
and ran it as a completely separate brand until 2010 when
the downturn in the economy forced its closure.
“Then 15 months ago, we started researching gluten-free
in detail, partly prompted by a chance meeting I had with
Karsten Karcher (of Pulsetta) at the Grampian Food Forum,”
said Graeme.

It has now become a business supported by Scottish
Enterprise, seven Scottish universities, Scotland Food &
Drink, the Scottish Agricultural Organisation Society and
several other organisations.
“By chance I ended up sitting next to Graeme Ross of JG Ross
at a Grampian Food Forum and we talked about nutrition and
gluten-free foods and he suggested we get together,” said
Karsten.
“We did and discussed how we could work together and
this started a partnership of more than a year of working
together and JG Ross is our manufacturing partner for the
Pulsetta range.
“Prior to working with them we were carrying out research,
development and were literally making it in our home kitchen
doing hundreds and hundreds of trials.
“Pulsetta, as the name suggests, is made from pulses, peas
and lentils and we have
combined the word pulse with ‘etta’ which means little one
in Italian. Italian cuisine has such rich heritage with pizza,
pasta and now there is Pulsetta.
“Pulsetta is free from gluten, wheat, lactose, milk, egg, soy,
nuts, sesame, mustard, celery, and has no artificial additives,
preservatives, or colours.
“Four Pulsetta rolls are actually four portions of your fivea-day fruit and veg and as well as being good for you, they
are delicious.”

“He had spent 18 months working on it before he came to
us and we spent about the same again working with him to
get it to the stage where it was marketable and ticked all
the boxes.
“There was considerable interest at Taste of Grampian 2013
where we had a stand which was half Pulsetta and half JG
Ross gluten-free products and we had a second stand for
normal JG Ross products.
“One of the challenges is if you ask people if they would like
to try a gluten-free or free-from roll they won’t, but if you
just ask them to try a new roll then they will.”
Pulsetta started off as a personal challenge for Karsten
Karcher and turned into a business development challenge.
He is originally from Germany but studied for a Masters
degree at the University of Strathclyde and then completed
a PhD at the university’s Business School.
He married a Glaswegian, Anne Marie, and they moved to
London. He suffers from food intolerances and has always
been interested in nutritious, healthy foods but admits that
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Lady Claire Macdonald in full flow

FEATURES

“Meeting Simon Rimmer was the highlight of what
was a fantastic day out at Taste of Grampian. The
array of local food & drink on offer was amazing
– demonstrated by the amount I bought!” Mary
Holland, one of the Chamber’s membership network
managers pictured above with chef Simon Rimmer

Tweets of Grampian -

a taster of social media messages picked up by @chambertalk

@Pulsetta @JGRossBakers made a tremendously powerful
combination @TasteOfGrampian and the rolls were
wonderful – Brian Pack @pack_brian
Fantastic day for Nick Nairn Cook School, first time we
have exhibited at the event. A great opportunity to talk to
foodie friends and customers, old and new – Nick Nairn
Cook School @NickNairn
A big hello to everyone we met @TasteOfGrampian & thank
u to all the restaurants from USQ that cooked up a storm –
Union Square @unionsqaberdeen
Best @TasteOfGrampian yet and a pleasure to see @
simonrim again – Mitchell’s Dairy @MitchellsDairy
@Pulsetta @nicknairn @tasteofgrampian tremendous
product well done – Simon Rimmer @simonrim
Great to see our friends from #glengarioch busy on their
stand at #tasteofgrampian – Meldrum House @themeldrum
The whole Caber team enjoyed the event. We had a
huge amount of positive feedback and also given the
opportunity to speak to a few potential customers, too! An
excellent event. Well done to all concerned – Caber Coffee
(via AGCC LinkedIn page)

The Two Fat Laddies show off one of their creations

The annual Taste of Grampian basked in the June sunshine
July 2013 BUSINESS BULLETIN
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Boost your workforce’s skills for free
Your Chamber has a number of funded training places – free
to you – to allow you to develop your workforce’s skills and
unleash its potential.
Skills Development Scotland has awarded the Chamber’s
Vocational Qualification training team a Modern
Apprenticeship contract which lets it deliver a range of
training opportunities that employers can take advantage
of.

TRAINING

These funding opportunities provide individuals in
employment with the opportunity to work towards an
industry recognised and accredited qualification, which can
provide a high degree of flexibility in meeting the needs of
both the candidate and the employer.
The Scottish Vocational Qualifications (SVQs) are in Business
& Administration, Customer Service and Management &
Leadership and the funded places cover a number of age
categories, from 16-19, 20-24 as well as over 25.
SVQs are based on standards of competence, designed
by Sector Skills Councils, in partnership with industry and
awarding bodies. They relate to an individual’s practical
ability to work in real workplace conditions and to a degree
of competence over time that reflects the standards on
which the SVQ is based.
The levels range from 2 through to 5, and cater for every
level of experience. An SVQ at Level 2 is aimed at members
of staff who may have few formal qualifications and wish
to improve their future prospects, through gaining a
recognised certificate, which is based on their occupational
competence in the workplace.
Level 3 focuses on individuals who have perhaps been in
the same position for a number of years and wish to gain
recognition for being competent at their job. Level 4 is
aimed at those who may be in a line management role and
wish to achieve a qualification, which will acknowledge their
skills and ability to perform successfully at a more senior
level, while the Level 5 is primarily aimed at managers who
are in an executive position, and as such will be involved in
policy, decision making and strategic planning activities.
The Chamber also has a number of sub-contractors who
provide Hospitality & Catering, Retail Skills, and Hairdressing
& Beauty Modern Apprenticeships funded under the
contract. The Chamber and its sub-contractors are widely
acknowledged for delivering quality training to member and
non-member companies in Aberdeen City and Shire, and
the individual VQ Teams likewise have an excellent track
record in assisting individuals to achieve their learning and
development ambitions.
For further information please contact George Brand,
Vocational Training Team Leader, on 343914 or at george.
brand@agcc.co.uk also visit our Vocational Learning page
on the website at http://www.agcc.co.uk/vq
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“Undertaking a Level 4 SVQ qualification in Business
& Administration has allowed me to realise and
further develop the skills and knowledge I have in
my field of work.
“I found the SVQ a great mental challenge but
I also had some fun along the way. I would
encourage other companies to support their staff
in undertaking such qualifications to benefit both
them as an organisation and also the individual in
their professional development.”
Kelly Murray
Senior Support Assistant
Adoption & Fostering Services
Social Care and Wellbeing
Aberdeen City Council

“Just a little thank you with regards to your
help in getting me through my NVQ in business
management.
“Having left school with few qualifications I was a
little apprehensive in taking on the Level 5 SVQ in
Management, but once I got into it I was amazed at
how much it helped me identify my own skills as a
manager.
“This has helped me appreciate my own leadership
skills and the contribution I make to the overall
success to the business.”
Sandy Moultrie
Workshop Manager
Severn Ball Valves

will take place on September 22 and
CLAN hopes to attract up to 500
participants to make it one of its
biggest fundraisers of the year. It will
coincide with the month in which the
popular charity celebrates its 30th
birthday.
Registrations are now being accepted
for the walk, with volunteers also
being sought to assist with the smooth
running of the event.

Susan Crighton, of CLAN Cancer Support,
and Michael Spence of Bond Dickinson

North-east charity CLAN Cancer
Support has unveiled plans for an
innovative new walk, taking in some of
Aberdeen’s best known sites.
To commemorate its 30th anniversary,
CLAN has formulated a 13-mile route
taking in 30 prominent spots in the
city as part of an event which is set to
raise tens of thousands of pounds for
the organisation.
The Landmark Walk, supported by
commercial law firm Bond Dickinson,

Susan Crighton, CLAN’s fundraising
manager, said: “The walk promises
to be a wonderful day. The early
response to the idea has been fantastic
and it has the potential to be a real
spectacle and a fitting celebration of
the achievements of the past 30 years.
“The route, starting and finishing next
to CLAN House at Westburn Park, will
take in 30 monuments and landmarks
across the city and should capture the
imagination of everyone who takes part.
“Our target is to attract 500 walkers –
but we will also need over 100 marshals
and volunteers on the day. We already
have generous sponsorship in place
but we are still looking for offers of
help in kind from venues along the
route who can provide toilet stops and
refreshment stations.”

Paralegals
leading
Paralegals at law firm Aberdein Considine
have become the first in the country to
obtain a professional accreditation.
The 11 employees, all based at the firm’s
Justice House offices in Aberdeen,
are amongst the first to benefit from
the Registered Paralegal Scheme that
has been set up to provide a defined
professional status and career path for
paralegals in Scotland.
Alison Forbes, Debbie Garden, Lindsay
Brougham, Georgina Beddows and
Douglas Strang have all achieved the
qualification under the Repossession
Litigation domain; with the firm’s Natalie
Hunter attaining the status as a Registered
Paralegal in Debt Recovery.

NEWS

Unearthing
Aberdeen

Meanwhile, Aberdein Considine’s Letitia
Burnett, Katherine Black, Jenna-Lynne
Masson, Ruth Glennie and Gillian Sawkins
have attained the Trainee Paralegal
accreditation, under the Repossession
Litigation domain.
Aberdein Considine worked with the
Law Society of Scotland to co-author the
qualification.

part-time guide
AVAILABLE NOW!
Find out about Part-time day and evening courses:
Choose from a wide range of subjects delivered in venues across
Aberdeen and Aberdeenshire, at College Centres, libraries and local fire stations.

2013 14

Can’t get to a class? Flexible self-study may be ideal for you. There is a wide range
of subjects at different levels, many with tutor support available.

BUSINESS LEISURE COMMUNITY
Download your copy of the BRAND NEW Part-time Guide now, visit

www.abcol.ac.uk/courses/part-time
Or contact our Information & Booking Centre:
Tel 01224 612330 • Email enquiry@abcol.ac.uk
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Specialist services swell turnover at creative
communications provider

NEWS

Aberdeen-based creative communications provider
XIC has hailed its 26th year in business as its strongest
yet, citing a growth in contracts for specialist print
and reprographic services from the energy sector as a
contributory factor in its success.
The company has steadily increased its turnover over
the past five years and expects to exceed its turnover
target of £2.5 million for the coming financial year
ending March 2014. Much of the recent growth can be
attributed to XIC’s ability to service oil and gas companies
with bespoke operational and safety materials at short
notice. The company has also increased its staffing
levels, with the recent recruitment of three new sales
and marketing team members bringing its numbers to
26.
“Investment in both our people and our production
facilities has allowed us to fulfil clients’ increasingly
sophisticated demands,” said Murray Alexander, director,
XIC. “The experience of our production team, some of
whom have been with us since the birth of the company,
coupled with XIC’s versatile range of print equipment
means that we have a good understanding of the sector,
as well as the production knowledge and facilities to
address its at times complex requirements.
“Over the past twelve months we have seen an increased
demand for some of our more specialist services, such as
the provision of safety literature and offshore operations

work packs. This type of printed material needs to be
produced with due attention to an industrial environment.
It is usually tailored to the company’s – or at times the
individual recipient’s – unique requirements”
XIC prides itself on building lasting relationships with its
clients in the energy sector and has grown its services
to meet their increasingly sophisticated needs. In the
last trading quarter of 2012, the company retained
several significant contracts for the provision of print
and reprographics services with major clients from the
oil and gas industry.
“Safety awareness is a crucial issue for all those who
operate in the energy industry,” said Murray. “While XIC
will continue to work with clients to meet their day-today stationery and corporate literature requirements, we
anticipate that oil and gas companies will increasingly
require a more comprehensive suite of safety and
operational materials to support their awareness-raising
campaigns and daily activities.”
Based in Aberdeen, XIC has a 26-year track record
of providing creative print and digital solutions to
organisations from a variety of sectors throughout
the north-east. The company operates from purposebuilt production facilities on the south side of the city.
Further information about XIC is available at www.xic.
com or by telephoning 01224 878799.

VISIT
THE ALL NEW
XIC.COM
MARKETING
CREATIVE
PRINT
REPROGRAPHICS
SAFETY MATERIAL
TENDER ENHANCEMENT

OUR SERVICES > UPDATED.
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The students, aged 11 to 17, will share
their experiences with other schools in
their areas by producing a report on
their visit. Bibby Offshore also donated
£1,000 to each school to be used in
skills development programmes.

Housing types
established
First Minister Alex Salmond and Howard
Woodcock, Bibby Offshore

First Minister of Scotland Alex Salmond
has officially opened subsea installation
contractor Bibby Offshore’s purposebuilt headquarters, Atmosphere One.
The company recently relocated from
Aberdeen Harbour to the new office at
Prospect Park, Westhill to support its
significant increase in staff numbers
and services as its operations expand
in the UK and internationally.
Bibby Offshore is on track to achieve
turnover of £220million by the end
of 2013 and plans to increase this to
£650million by 2017, creating more
than 100 onshore jobs in the Northeast.
Bibby Offshore’s chief executive
Howard Woodcock said: “The move
was essential due to the speed at which
we are expanding, the impressive
demand for the company’s expertise,
and our growth strategy to triple the
size of our business around the world
in the next four years.”
As part of the official launch of the new
building and in line with the company’s
10th anniversary celebrations, Bibby
Offshore extended the invite to the
opening to “Bibby Offshore Schools
Ambassadors” from schools across
the UK including Aberdeen, Lerwick,
Liverpool and Glasgow.
The visit allowed them to learn
about
career
opportunities
at
Bibby Offshore, throughout Aberdeen
City and Shire, and in the oil and gas
industry as a whole.

Untitled-4 1

Elsick Development Company has
agreed heads of terms with three
house builders who will be responsible
for delivering a range of house types
at Scotland’s largest new town,
Chapelton, 10 miles south of Aberdeen.
ZeroC Holdings in partnership with
Hope Homes, AJC Homes and A&J
Stephen Ltd will build the first 225
homes at Chapelton, which could
eventually deliver 8,000 new homes.

Colin Maver, group director at Dron &
Dickson, said: “Establishing a base in
Brazil has long been a goal of Dron &
Dickson’s, and we are thrilled to see the
opening of our new office to expand
our international business and grow
our profile in the rapidly developing
offshore market in Brazil.
“Having
the
company
officially
registered here shows our commitment
to expand our service and product
offering into South America.”

Viking secures
£20m contract

NEWS

Bibby move
marked

The announcement follows a decision
by Kincardine and Mearns Area
Committee to grant approval for an
outline application for 4,045 homes
and a detailed application for the first
802 homes.
The
tender
process
for
the
infrastructure works for the first phase
of Chapelton is also now underway. Six
companies have been invited to tender
for the multi-million pound contract, to
support the first stage of 255 homes
in the first Chapelton neighbourhood,
Cairnhill.

Brazilian
presence
Dron & Dickson, specialist in design,
supply and maintenance of hazardous
area electrical equipment, has opened
an office in Brazil creating the potential
for future work in the area.
The new base follows on from
£10million of contracts being secured
in the region. Dron & Dickson Servicos
de Equipamentos Electricos Ltda will
be the company’s first registered office
in South America, located in Rio de
Janeiro.

Wolfgang Wandl, Viking SeaTech’s
Managing Director Norway

Offshore support specialist Viking
SeaTech has secured more than
£20million worth of service contracts.
The new deals include an agreement
with Lundin Norway to supply pre-lay
equipment and expertise for the Island
Innovator drilling rig for the next four
years with options for a second pre-lay.
Also included in the recent deals were
extensions to current contracts in
Africa, Asia and Australia.
The global partnerships will see Viking
SeaTech supply services from its
marine and inspection departments.
In addition to core services offered
in the new deals, manpower and
surveying services will be provided by
Viking SeaTech’s new business lines,
VS People and Viking SeaTech Survey.

11/06/2013 11:40
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“

Why didn’t Aberdeen
progress in City of
Culture 2017?

”

HOT TOPIC

It is disappointing that Aberdeen has not been shortlisted for the City of Culture. However,
it has provided the opportunity for us to realise the full extent of cultural engagement and
artistic opportunities that exist throughout the region. It has also enabled us to shatter perceptions
that Aberdeen has little to offer culturally and provide a platform from which to collectively sing
our praises, which we are often so reticent to do.
The bid has also underlined the city’s ambition to transform the area by connecting communities
through culture. Community driven artistic endeavours create a sense of civic kinship which
enhances the quality of life for people who live, work and visit here and provides an outstanding
legacy for our future generations.
I applaud Aberdeen City Council for their work on the bid and commend them for committing
to a year-long celebration of culture in 2017 regardless of the outcome.
Claire Petty, Executive Director, Gordon Highlanders Museum

It is obviously disappointing that Aberdeen is no longer in the running to become UK
City of Culture in 2017, but I believe that the process so far has succeeded in highlighting
the great cultural work that already takes place in the city. The cultural landscape in our city
is exciting and diverse, from unique festivals to West End spectaculars, from inspiring youth
engagement to deep rooted heritage.
We do need to be better at celebrating what we do, and telling Aberdeen’s cultural story in a way
which demonstrates that we are genuinely proud of our culture and the artists, organisations
and venues that enable this work to flourish. One aspect that the city lacks is the presence
of any professional producing companies in the performing arts, which would significantly
strengthen the creative infrastructure and profile as it has in other cities.
Ben Torrie, Head of Programming, Aberdeen Performing Arts

While it’s a great pity that Aberdeen hasn’t been successful in its bid to be shortlisted as City
of Culture in 2017, the city possesses great potential. The city and surrounding area abound
with historical delights, museums, performance venues, cultural hubs, festivals, gatherings and art
galleries, but the city seems to lack courage to fully exploit its other immense assets.
For example, Dundee is in the process of regenerating its waterfront and Aberdeen could do likewise
and really make the best of the beach area, which is rapidly turning into an unattractive sprawl of
national retailers packed into a retail park. With a bit of imagination the beach could be transformed
into an excellent cultural and heritage area. Perhaps some city centre facilities could even be relocated
there to develop its appeal for city residents and tourists alike.
All Aberdeen needs is clear vision and the determination to make the most of the resources on the
doorstep.
Lynne Holburn, Sales Director, Deveron Homes
It was good to see Aberdeen bid for the 2017 title and disappointing it didn’t make the
shortlist. I think a lack of ambition, particularly with the collapse of the plans to make Union
Terrace Gardens the cultural heart of the city, had an impact and the division of opinion has
exacerbated the feeling of apathy in the city which belies its status as the oil capital of Europe.
There is a lot of talent in the cultural and creative sectors and organisations like Aberdeen
Performing Arts are making a commendable effort but I don’t feel they always get the support
from the public that they deserve.
Dundee has a proven record in the arts with Dundee Rep and the V&A coming so I am not
surprised it was picked ahead of Aberdeen which was looking forward to what would happen in
2017.
As a video producer I have travelled throughout Scotland for many years and have always been
impressed by Dundee’s ambition.
Graham Read, Director, PhotoGFX Media Ltd

MARKETING
CREATIVE
PRINT
REPROGRAPHICS
SAFETY MATERIAL
TENDER ENHANCEMENT

THERE ARE
SIX SIDES
TO OUR
STORY

MARKETING
MAKING YOUR
MARKETING
PERSONAL
t 01224 878799 e info@XIC.com
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visit XIC.com

BGF granted

Local communications firm
crowned industry leader

Phil Murray and Mike Sibson, Petrotechnics

Petrotechnics, provider of software solutions to improve
frontline operational performance and risk management in
hazardous industries, has attracted a £6million investment
from Business Growth Fund (BGF).
The investment will help fund the next stage in the
company’s global growth strategy in new geographies,
new talent acquisition and ongoing innovation, including
the continued global roll-out of its enterprise operational
performance and predictive risk software platform,
Proscient.
Based in Aberdeen and with offices in Houston, Singapore
and Saudi Arabia, Petrotechnics’ systems already play
a role in maximising production potential and reducing
operational risk across more than 385 sites on six
continents. Its systems are installed on more than 80% of
the North Sea and 40% of Gulf of Mexico assets.

Judges of the Hermes Creative Awards were impressed by
the company’s work for clients Swire Oilfield Services and
Oilcareers.com, awarding the firm Platinum prizes in the
integrated marketing/company branding and integrated/
event marketing categories for the respective campaigns.
High-profile campaigns carried out on behalf of Tensar
International and cancer charity Maggies saw Fifth
Ring take away the Gold award in the Public Relations
campaign and pro bono categories while an honourable
mention was given in Pro Bono for work done on the
YMCA’s We are Why initiative. Honourable mentions were
also given for campaigns on behalf of CSL (integrated
marketing campaign) and Total’s Shetland Gas Plant
(internal communications campaign) from 2013 Hermes
Creative Awards

NEWS

Fifth Ring Integrated Corporate Communications has
been recognised as an industry leader at two international
awards ceremonies, emerging with nine titles within a
single week.

In the same week Fifth Ring also came out on top in another
global awards ceremony – the Global ACE Awards which
was held in New York. The company was handed awards
in both the Out of Home Single Ad and Employee Brand
Engagement categories. These awards were presented
for the company’s work with clients Empower and Total
respectively.

“We firmly believe that with BGF’s guidance and
contributions we can truly take our organisation to the
next level of growth,” said Phil Murray, CEO Petrotechnics.
“We believe there is great potential for oil and gas
operators worldwide to significantly improve their
operational performance and enhance how they manage
operational risk. A system such as Proscient empowers all
levels of management to proactively achieve operational
excellence.”

Strategic investment

Project management and concept development specialist
EPC Offshore has invested £2million in a new Aberdeen
office in a strategic move which will enable the company to
recruit more staff, expand its service offering to clients and
reaffirm its commitment to the region.
The organisation has agreed a long term lease on a threestorey, 7,000sqft Grade A building at Carden Place in the
heart of the city’s West End.
EPC Offshore has experienced rapid growth since it was
established in 2009, executing in excess of £25million
worth of project management work in its third year and
doubling its employee numbers to 80 people in Aberdeen
and Surrey.
This is expected to rise to 115 across the company as EPC
Offshore pursues its ambitious growth strategy during its
fourth year in business.
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The Growing Talent Business Breakfast was held on June 12 at the Global Energy Career Expo

(L-R) Dawn Pirie, Gemma Stuart and Claire Tocher

(L-R) Vanessa Gallant, Sheila Sansbury, Heather Farquhar
and Lesley Robertson

(L-R) Event speakers Donna Hutchison, Louise Charlton
and James Bream

PHOTO DIARY

(L-R) Holly Milne, Chris Carr and Sarah Brownie

As part of its campaign to keep members informed during the Referendum debate, the Director of the
Scotland Office Alun Evans was at the Chamber for a private working lunch on June 17

Sylvia Halkerston makes her point to the director
Professor Sir Ian Diamond of Aberdeen University articulates his argument

Allan Dick of FQM provides food for thought
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George Thom of RBS raises a
point on finance

Aberdeen & Grampian Chamber of Commerce

Director of The Scotland Office
Alun Evans addresses the audience

Chamber
Diary
Vanguard Dinner Sponsor:

Cut out and keep

Business Breakfast Associate Sponsors:

Evening event with STV Sponsor:

Tourism Business Breakfast
Associate Sponsor:

JULY

EVENT

TIME

VENUE

Tue 2

An Evening with STV

4.30pm - 7.15pm

STV, Aberdeen

Thu 4

Transport Going Forward

7am - 9am

Thistle Altens Hotel, Aberdeen

Tue 23

Finance - The Basics (Training)

9.30am - 4.30pm

AGCC, Aberdeen

Wed 24

Supervisor Next Steps (Training)

9.30am - 4.30pm

AGCC, Aberdeen

Thu 25

Essential Supervisory Skills (Training)

9.30am - 4.30pm

AGCC, Aberdeen

Mon 29

Essential Management Skills (Training) (2 Days)

9.30am - 4.30pm

AGCC, Aberdeen

Wed 31

Vanguard Dinner

6pm - 9pm

Marcliffe Hotel, Aberdeen

Wed 31

Train the Trainer (Training)

9.30am - 4.30pm

AGCC, Aberdeen

AUG

EVENT

TIME

VENUE

Wed 7

Communication and Interpersonal Skills (Training)

9.30am - 4.30pm

AGCC, Aberdeen

Mon 12

Meet the Leaders - Willie Rennie MSP

2pm - 3pm

AGCC, Aberdeen

Wed 14

Interview Skills (Training)

9.30am - 4.30pm

AGCC, Aberdeen

Thu 15

HR for Non HR Managers (Training)

9.30am - 4.30pm

AGCC, Aberdeen

Thu 15

Understanding the Oil & Gas Industry (Training)

9.30am - 4.30pm

AGCC, Aberdeen

Thu 15

City Connections

11.45am - 2pm

Palm Court Hotel, Aberdeen

Mon 19

Green Agenda: Are you ready? (Training)

9.30am - 4.30pm

AGCC, Aberdeen

Thu 22

Tourism Business Breakfast

7am - 9am

Hilton Treetops Hotel, Aberdeen

Thu 22

Essential Supervisory Skills (Training)

9.30am - 4.30pm

AGCC, Aberdeen

Thu 22

Effective Business Writing (Training)

9.30am - 4.30pm

AGCC, Aberdeen

For ALL your print
and promotional
requirements
Litho Print

|

Digital Print

CHAMBER DIARY

City Connections Sponsor:

Business Breakfast Principal Sponsor:

Hareness Road, Altens Industrial Estate,
Aberdeen AB12 3LE

T: 01224 875987
E: info@compassprint.co.uk
www.compassprint.co.uk
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ON THE MOVE

On the move

Tom Bower,
Viking SeaTech

Global offshore
support specialist
Viking SeaTech
has
appointed
Tom Bower as
Gulf of Mexico
m a n a g i n g
director.
John
Dick
also
joins
as
group
sales
and
marketing
director.

Gary McEwan,
Enterprise North East Trust
The chief executive of Enterprise North
East Trust has joined the board of one
of Scotland’s leading organisations for
entrepreneurs.
Gary McEwan has been formally
appointed
a
director
of
the
Entrepreneurial Exchange.

The UK operation of international oil
services group Aker Solutions has
appointed a new vice president to lead
greenfield projects as the company
looks to expand its capabilities in the
sector.
Bob Shaw’s appointment is the latest
in a series of new senior management
appointments at Aker Solutions
subsea business in Aberdeen as the
company embarks on the next stage in
its growth strategy.
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North-east global logistics company,
Panalpina, has appointed Robert Muir
as area head of oil and gas for the
Northwest Europe region.
Robert has worked for Panalpina for 13
years, latterly area head of logistics.

Liam Smyth, Aberdeen & Grampian
Chamber of Commerce
Aberdeen & Grampian Chamber of
Commerce has appointed its first
Membership Director as it continues to
focus on strengthening its services to
members.
Liam Smyth’s role will include
identifying opportunities to increase the
quality and impact of the services the
Chamber offers to a wider cross-section
of business. He will concentrate on
delivering the most relevant and valued
benefits and ensuring the Chamber
remains a leader in its field.
Harkand
has
strengthened
its
senior management team with the
appointment of three senior figures
as the company embarks on the next
stage in its growth strategy.
Kevin Gorman has joined as vice
president of HR. He is joined by new
group general counsel Colin Forbes.
John Ewen has been appointed general
manager for Harkand ISS, which serves
Europe, Harkand’s largest region. All
three posts will be based in Aberdeen.

(L-R) Colin Forbes, Kevin Gorman
and John Ewen of Harkand

Derek Smith, ASCO Group
The ASCO Group has appointed
Derek Smith, group chief operating
officer, to the position of group chief
executive officer, replacing Billy Allan
who has become the group’s executive
chairman.
Derek Smith joined ASCO in 2007
and has been the COO for the past 12
months. Prior to that, he was the chief
executive of ASCO’s Europe, Middle
East and North Africa region.
Aberdeen-based
public
relations
consultancy Bread PR has expanded
its team with the appointment of
Houston-based
account
director
Ashley Wehrly-Kearney.

Terry Savage, corporate relationship
director of Global Energy Group which
provides a range of services associated
with the construction and maintenance
of critical assets in the energy sector
and owns one of the largest dry docks
in Europe, is to join the board of Oil &
Gas UK.

Johnston Carmichael has strengthened
its audit and assurance team in
Aberdeen with the creation of two
new positions.
David Wilson has been appointed
director of audit and assurance and
Stephen McIlwaine takes the role of
senior audit manager.

Aberdeen
Harbour
Board
has
appointed its first external relations
director to its executive team as the
port looks to continue its growth and
infrastructure development plans.
Chris Bain, whose primary role will be
to enhance the ongoing engagement
process for Aberdeen Harbour as it
pursues a number of major projects,
brings with her nearly 20 years’
experience in the transport and energy
sectors.
Aberdeen
Harbour
Board
chief
executive, Colin Parker, said: “Chris’s
appointment comes at a time when
we are going through a lengthy
engagement and consultation process
regarding the future of Aberdeen
Harbour and she will play a vital role in
this process, ensuring all stakeholders
are fully engaged.”

Chris Bain, Aberdeen Harbour

Aberdeenshire
firm
Aubin
has
appointed Serena Arif as subsea
business director.
In her new role Ms Arif will liaise with
subsea
construction
engineering
companies and operators to promote
Aubin’s products which provide
solutions for buoyancy, insulation and
sealing, as well as pipeline repair.

across Scotland and Northern England
for more than 20 years.
TradesAdvisor has also appointed
Emma Sim to focus on its online
marketing, Lucy Alphonse as marketing
and communications Coordinator and
Anna Clark to support the existing
sales and administrative function.

Aberdeen-based Aiken Group has
appointed Nick Brown to develop the
company’s HVAC & Environmental
Division as part of its growth strategy.

Anderson
Anderson &
Brown LLP
has appointed
Chartered
Financial
Planner, Ricki
Garden, to
its Wealth
Ricki Garden, AAB Management
division.
Formally with Royal Bank of Scotland
he has more than 20 years of
experience in advising personal and
commercial clients on all aspects of
their financial planning needs.

Commercial
property
experts FG
Burnett has
strengthened
its Building
Consultancy
team with
two new
appointments.
Angus Forbes
has joined the
company’s
Glasgow office
Angus Forbes,
as
associate
FG Burnett
while
David
McCurdy takes on a senior building
surveyor role in Aberdeen.
TradesAdvisor Ltd has appointed
Simon Kelly as sales manager for the
Scottish Home Show, Gadget Special,
the company’s newest exhibition,
being held at the AECC in March 2014.
Simon has worked in similar roles

Absoft’s new directors
Specialist SAP consultancy Absoft
has expanded its leadership team
with the appointment of three new
business unit leaders through internal
promotion.
Scott Simpson has been appointed
director of the oil and gas business unit
Debbie Mackenzie becomes director
of Absoft’s public sector unit which
includes the local authority and higher
education sectors and Stan Cawsey
leads the manufacturing team.

ON THE MOVE

Commercial property consultancy
Ryden has promoted Roy Ritchie
to the partnership, taking the total
number of partners to 31.
Roy is based in the Aberdeen office,
joined Ryden in 1999 and became an
associate in the Professional group in
2005.
Raymond Burns, Gareth Cordiner
and Norrie Dickson have all been
promoted to associate and John Smith
has been promoted to head of facilities
management.

Scottish surveying firm Graham
+ Sibbald has announced a major
restructure at senior level with Iain
Leighton named as senior partner,
based in the Inverness office.
Les McAndrew becomes the new
managing partner in Edinburgh. These
two key appointments follow the
retirement of Ian Gillies.
The new management structure
follows some recent appointments
including John MacBean from Jones
Lang LaSalle and Sandy Gilmour
from Drivers Jonas Deloitte, both now
focused on Agency and Investment.
We have also appointed Steven
McGarva from Elphinstone Group on
asset Management and Development
and Kevin Smith from Stockland
Halladale, purely Asset Management.
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NEW MEMBERS AT THE CHAMBER
Aberdeen Now
Aberdeen Now is the exciting new newspaper
for Aberdonians. For more information and to
reach its 40,000* readers contact Ross Aitken.
Care of 1 Central Quay
Glasgow
G3 8DA
t: 0844 448 1909 or 07827 842583
w: www.aberdeennow.co.uk
e: ross.aitken@trinitymirror.com
c: Ross Aitken - Agency Group Head

NEW MEMBERS

The Breadmaker
Registered charity offering training/employment
for adults with a learning disability, Coffee
house/catering/bakery
50 - 52 Rosemount Viaduct
Aberdeen
AB25 1NT
t: 01224 641520
w: www.thebreadmaker.org.uk
e: donald.anderson@thebreadmaker.org.uk
c: Donald Anderson - Chief Executive
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CLIC Sargent (Aberdeen)
Leading UK children’s cancer charity offering
all round care and support to children and their
families throughout their cancer journey.
Regent House
36 Regent Quay
Aberdeen
AB11 5BE
t: 01224 288960 or 07795 022457
w: www.clicsargent.org.uk
e: Belinda.Babin@clicsargent.org.uk
c: Belinda Babin - Fundraising Manager

Ferguson Group Ltd
Global providers of offshore containers and
accommodation
Ferguson House
Midmill Business Park
Kintore
Aberdeen
AB51 0QG
t: 01467 626500
w: www.ferguson-group.com
e: sarah.gray@ferguson-group.com
c: Sarah Gray - Marketing Co-ordinator
hub North Scotland
Public and private joint venture business building
local services together throughout the North of
Scotland
Summerfield House
2 Eday Road
Aberdeen
AB15 6RE
t: 01224 558515
w: www.hubnorthscotland.co.uk
e: jill.adie@hubnorthscotland.co.uk
c: Jill Adie - Office Manager
IT Hotdesk
IT Hotdesk creates tailored IT solutions for every
type of business
23 Abercrombie Court
Arnhall Business Park
Westhill
Aberdeen
AB32 6FE
t: 01224 511617
w: www.ithotdesk.com
e: fmciver@ithotdesk.com
c: Fiona McIver - Business Development
Associate

Conserve Oilfield Services Ltd
Leading supplier of offshore chemical tanks,
Containers and other cargo carrying units
(CCU’s) for the transportation of drilling
fluids, chemicals, equipment, material and
provisions to the offshore oil and gas industry.
Hillview House, Hillview Road
East Tullos Ind Estate
Aberdeen
AB12 3HB
t: 01224 873797
w: www.conserveplc.com
e: enquiries@conserveplc.co.uk
c: Chris J MacPhee - Managing Director

Mattrol Ltd
Specialist supply chain services provider.
Focusing on vendor and inventory management.
1 Sandhaven Wynd
Ellon
Aberdeenshire
AB41 8AE
t: 07545 620123
w: www.mattrol.com
e: mike.robertson@mattrol.com
c: Mike Robertson - Owner/Director

Ellmak Solutions Limited
Official UK reseller for the Bigfoot Computerised
Maintenance Management System (CMMS) and
provide tailored training and consultancy for the
software either remotely or on site.
Broomiesburn Road
Ellon
AB41 9RD
t: 01224 232437 or 07754 852704
w: www.ellmak.com
e: info@ellmak.com
c: Alistair Finely - Director

Reed & Mackay
Business Travel Management
Westpark House
Prospect Park
Westhill
Aberdeen
AB32 6FJ
t: 0207 246 5687
w: www.reedmac.com
e: lyndseyatkins@reedmac.co.uk
c: Lyndsey Atkins - Head of Marketing &
Communications

European Tour
Promotion of Aberdeen Asset Management
Scottish Open to be held at Royal Aberdeen 10
to 13 July 2014
Wentworth Drive
Virginia Water
GU25 4LX
t: 07743 600202
w: www.aamscottishopen.co.uk
e: rgordon@europeantour.com
c: Robert Gordon - Commercial Director

Sciamed Ltd
Barcode Products and Services
Mart Road
Alford
AB33 8BZ
t: 01975 564111
w: www.sciamed.co.uk
e: marketing@sciamed.co.uk
c: Justine Henderson - Sales & Marketing
Manager
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Statoil (U.K) Limited
Oil and Gas
Regus House
1 Berry Street
Aberdeen
AB25 1HF
t: 01224 841300
w: www.statoil.com
e: SYPA@statoil.com
c: Sylvia Paton - HR Manager
Tesco Corporation (UK) Ltd
Equipment Manufacturer and service provider
for the Oil & Gas Industry
AVC Business Centre
Aberdeen
AB12 3JG
t: 01224 299500
w: www.tescocorp.com
e: aga_dudzikl@tescocorp.com
c: Aga Dudzik - Sales Administrator
Training for Change
Approved SQA Centre offering training and
qualifications in business and leadership skills,
training and assessor skills, and social attitudes.
11 Morven Avenue
Montrose
DD10 9DL
t: 01674 678443
w: www.training4change.co.uk
e: lesley@training4change.co.uk
c: Lesley Robertson - Trainer
Wellahead Engineering
Established in the 1990’s to meet the demands
of the oil exploration industry for high quality
precision-engineered components, We service
a wide global market and have developed a
customer base which includes local businesses
and many major UK and overseas blue chip
companies.
Unit 12
Kirkhill Place
Kirkhill Ind Est, Dyce
Aberdeen
AB21 OGU
t: 01224 724478
w: www.wellaheadengineering.co.uk
e: mike@wellaheadengineering.co.uk
c: Mike Coutts - MD
Xenubis
Provides market leading technology, satellite
airtime, training and consultancy solutions
through a unique blend of commercial, military
and government subject matter specialists that
form our team.
87a High Street
The Old Town
Hemel Hempstead
HP1 3AH
t: 02081 236454
w: www.xenubis.com
e: info@xenubis.com
c: Justin Fortner - Senior Consultant

The Power
of Recruitment

Forecasts have revealed that
the oil and gas industry will
need in the region of 95,000
new recruits over the next seven
years, and with the offshore
industry being in a buoyant
position, it’s vital that companies
have a reliable recruitment
company on board to help
recruit the future generation of
North Sea workers.
Northbey Power based within Waterloo
Quay in the heart of Aberdeen’s
shipping industry is a well established
recruitment agency with a strong focus
on offshore recruitment of all levels on
an ad-hoc and contract basis.
The firm, which is a trading division
of Genesis Personnel of Aberdeen and
Peterhead, has been servicing the Northeast for more than 25 years and has a
drive to provide cost effective recruitment
solutions whilst providing clients with an
expert team of recruitment specialists.
The division has the ability to provide
personnel for a high range of disciplines
from OIM’s, electricians, toolpushers,
drillers, derrickmen to safety officers,
medics and motormen, and has a great
track record in meeting clients needs
often within a short time frame.

Senior Recruitment Consultant, Claire Dingwall and Managing Director Wendy Marr

Senior Recruitment Consultant for
Northbey Power, Claire Dingwall,
said: “Our team at Northbey are very
focussed and achieve great results
for our clients. The offshore sector is
booming just now and companies have
a high demand for personnel. We have
offshore positions available to suit any
discipline and at the moment there is
a increase for the need of rig managers
and rig electricians.”
Managing Director of Northbey Power
and Genesis Personnel, Wendy Marr,
said: “The acquisition of Northbey
Power has played a crucial part in the
strategic growth of Genesis Personnel

and as a whole enabled us to provide
our clients with a full range of
recruitment solutions.”

To find out what Northbey Power
can offer your business, visit,

northbeypower.co.uk
Northbey Power Recruitment
Horizons House
81-83 Waterloo Quay
Aberdeen
AB11 5DE
T. 01224 209 222
E. info@northbeypower.co.uk

DON’T EVEN ThiNk OF
BUYiNG A DiAMOND...

until you visit
Find your dream diamond at a dream
price, with the guarantee oF…
Best quality with every diamond independently
certified at the best international laboratories
Best choice with an unrivalled collection
of one off diamond rings, earrings and pendants
Best service letting you reserve your piece for
up to 5 working days before viewing it in store
Best value up to 50% less than high street prices,
interest free credit available*.

exclusively from

DAZZLING DIAMONDS FROM £950
*Our representative APR and interest rate is 0%. Subject to status. A guarantee may be required. Over 18s only. Written quotations available on request.

